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ANTI-DRAFT CERTIFICATE E i 1 : 1Causes Altercation 6 This is to Certify that iii Opposition to the Selective Service law, 201; r r
: :li E

9 .0(First Name) (Middle Name) (Last Name)Student opinion has succeeded the School of Architecture. One 2 ti pri:
in both altering and un-altering letter quoted a pop song - "If S of : : 9 - : a(Address)the method of instruction for you let the pigs decide, they will m

-.Architecture 253, a course deal- put you in the sty" - while an- w , E x
M -ing with professional practices other expressed a strong desire 2 (City) (ZiP) (Phone) 943:1

of architects - contracts, spec- to incinerate each subsequent e hereby duly Register said Opposition on this : - .0 9 40
ifications, labor union relations footings issue which continued .9 9- -5-4

m day of , 19_____. 1 r *Z° . 'and other related topics. to proclaim itself "The News-   _ . ' = -1
This course, taught by Prof. paper,of the School of ' Architec- - U.S. Code, Chapter 19-CONSPIRACY Sec. 371-Conspiracy to 10*':

ture."Gilbert Bischoff (Chairman, persons conspire either to commit any offense against the United 0 & i . 0
commit offense or to defraud the United States. If two or more : -.8

School of Architecture), conven- , After perceiving the prevail- States or to defraud the United States, or any agency thereof .<:tionally consists of assigned ing sentiment of his class, Bis- in any manner or for any purpose and one or more such per-
readings, distribution of mimeo- . choff, apparently aware that sons do any act to effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall
graphed sheets summarizing the students who had previously . live years. =6 0

be fined not more than $10,000 or 'imprisoned not more than «        = 
readings, and Bischoff's in-class taken his course were prepared i

, reading of the sheets. to duplicate their mimeographed
sheets, quickly shifted back · toThis practice was scored in his former method of instruc- Draft Protest Wednesdaythe November 14th issue of tion. After a three day absence,footings. the newspaper of the the mimeo'd matter reappeared.School of Architecture. footings Students responsible for the Due to circumstances beyond approaches. The remaining pro- "Hand Loose. Be Beautiful.maintained that the in-class

reading of the mimeographed Bischoff's speedy response to Iriduction Center will be closed to reach the Center by way of tributed at the College by the
footings article were amazed at its control, the Whitehall Street testors are expected to attempt Hang Cool." urges a flyer dis-

material was wasteful, and
their criticisms. They were Wednesday, D e c e m b e r 6th, Broad Street, a route which is Resistance. "Using mobile tac-should be replaced by a class quick to add that the actual Thursday, December 7th, and expected to result in disruption tics, the people in Oaklanddiscussion of the nuances of the course revision did not follow Friday, December 8th. of automotive traffic. closed down the Induction Cen..distributed sheets. their proposed change and that In an attempt to directly con- The main purpose of this act ter and surrounding area forBischoff, sensitive to footings, it did not follow from a consen- front the machinery of war, an of civil disobedience is to close over three hours. Then the Na-altered the course procedure on sual desire of the Arch. 253 attempt to block the Whitehall the Cqnter, rather than to tional Guard was called. So theNovember 15th: issuance of the class. (From foolings: "If the Steet Induction Center will be awaken a public conscience people split. They held a victorymimeo'd sheets ceased; the stu- students think that the Profes- made on December 5th. The through a multitude of arrests. march back to Berkeley; thedents were required .to,do . the sional Practice.Course.should-be demonstrators will· assemble ' in' '·From· this airit, each-participant - Guard had nothing to do. Goodrequired readings - something primarily a reading course with hearby Battery Park at five- in the demonstration has been guerilla tactics! Take a standunnecessary with the summary general discussion during class thirty A.M., and are expected to urged not to provoke the police: only when superiority in ndi'n-sheets - and a daily in-class time, instead of a monologue by divide into three groups, each a confrontation with the draft bers and tactical position are  oral examination was conducted, the professor, then they should to approach the Center by a dif- and the war is desired, not one yours. When the cops get theirto determine who had been lax propose an alternative t d. . . ferent route. with "New York's finest." (Continited on Page 7)in doing the readings. the spoonfeeding of informa- "The war is illegal. The draft

Students in the class reacted tion...") is illegal. So it doesn't matter
violently to this increase of

Bill Cavellini (Arch '68), auth- that what we're going to do is Story Stirs Group;work - although most agreed or of the piece, maintains that illegal," said Rob Zanger, as he
that the course had previously Bischoff's changes were design- talked with fellow members of
been boring, they objected to ed to, produce a course less de- Resistance about ways to avoid

any further energy exertions A sireable than previously This "the cops beating up on you Libel Sui Weighedlseries of angry letters were dis- could possibly have been done during the "week of protest."
patched to footings. most stat- to indicate that students are in- Two of the groups are ex-
ing that the staff of footings competent in their criticisms of pected to follow Police Depart-
should clearly indicate that the teaching methods and sugges- ment a p p r o v e d routes: via
opinions expressed were those tions for replacements, Cavellini Bowling Green and Peter Min-
of the staff, rather than those of feels. uit's Plaza - the north-south .

.

1 Vector Eyes Growth of Ideas ---  
By OTTO HAMMER + - .*

50/ Behind the colorful cover that portrays an .

November artist's conception of the growth of ideas, the fI.rf
V

1967 current issue of Vector expands on this theme
, by revealing the growth of a relatively new field

THE CCNY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE in engineering. -I :K
This new field is fiuidics, a term derived from 40 U"fluid logic" which is the study of the control,

. f) 4 .2 u « 4. of three articles on fiuidics is an introductory .
of fluid flows by means of other fluids. The first

.Gr V
-.# If view written by a professional engineer. This, . 4 1 survey of the field explains the market potential 41I. 1..,, ' of fluid logic devices, and the current problems Jonathan Irons, president of Kubanbanya, the Afro.American,   that prevent their full development and us . organization of Hunter College in The Bronx.

, The impression left by the author is that fluidics
1 .*. ,

..t. , will revolutionize the field of mechanical en- By PAUL B. SIMMS banya with the Ku Klux Klan i"1 0
: 6I . gineering in the same way that the transistor Kubanbanya, the Afro-Amer- and to a misquote that was at-, · revolutionized the field of electrical engineering. ican society of Hunter College, tributed to him. Irons, in ex-This prophacy in Vestor'H theme of the growth in The Bronx, is considering plaining the position of Kuban-4. .1 of ideas may be realized with an entirely new filing a libel and slander suit banya, stated "Because Kuban-, technology of mechanical control devices with against the College and specific- banya seeks to portray a sense ian infinitesimal operating time that have no ally against the Meridian, the of worth and dignity of black 1

newspaper of Hunter College in people, it has come under vic- 1
moving parts.

' :' The second of the three articles on fluidics The Bronx. Jonathan Irons, ious attack by racists and black . '  U,:;**I.

is by Alvin Zagofsky, who also has the difficult president of the society, called traitors who hate to see black 1' ..,

. 5 I. ,. ' { task of being the president of the Technology an article, which appeared in people strive to develop a posi-;.1 Council. His article entitled "Turbulence Ampli- Meridian on Friday, November tive self image.
'1

.11 PF · 3 Aer Logic" is a lucid study of one aspect of 3rd, totally misleading and ra-.'. *. The article, "Civil ·Rights   1
fluidics that should be easily understood by cist. He was specifically refer- Black Rites," that appeared inThe cover of VECTOR '67. (Continued on Page 7) ing to the comparison of Kuban- (Continued on Page 7)
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Robert Moore and Barbara Bel Geddes in a scene from "Every.,

thing in the Garden," new play by Edward Albee.
By MARK KOZMINSKY and SUE MATSON

your garden grow? With pros- offered and reconsiders her

Mr. Edward Albee, how does of $200 an afternoon that was
11 titution and murder, comedy hasty decision. From this pointand tragedy all in a row. "Ev- tlie play swings to six months ,

erything in the Garden" grows later when Richard discovers
quite sardonically. his wife's new found career.

In adapting Giles Cooper's Barry Nelson gives a con- 16I. I play "Everything in the Gar- vincing performance as the mid-
den" to the Broadway stage, dle incoine husband trying to
Mr, Albee has given the theater fulfill his wife's expensive at-
a searching look at subiti·bat  leinpts to keep up with neigh- 1
on a couple bickering about fi- satisfactory performance as his '
social climbing. The play opens bors. Miss Bel Geddes gives a 4

nancial problems that have hapless but persistent wife.  
arisen since they have moved Richard Thomas turns in a I- 4 to their new and well-to-do splendid representation of their :
neighborhood. The c o u p l e, perceptive, A fteeti year old, shrill i
played by Barry Nelson, a voiced son who comes home ,
$10,000 a year research chemist from prep school in time for
named Richard living in a $40,- the action.
000 house, and Barbara Bel The most noteworthy per-
Geddes, his wife Jenny, seem to formance was given by Robert
spend most of their time nurtur- Moore, a Bob Hope look-alike,
ing their garden. After an argu- who played the affectionate and
ment in which Jenny offers to flippant millionaire next door.
take a part-time job so they can He literally captures the atten-  
afford a greenhouse, Richard lion of the audience every time
firmly states that he doesn't he walks on stage.
want her working at all. No "Everything in the Garden"

I won't house when a Mrs. Toothe, play- ten in Albee's inevitably enter-

sooner does Richard leave the is a funny and biting play writ-

ed by Beatrice Straight, parades taining style. Mr. Albee takes kin and offers Jenny "daytime what could be a touchy topic of !1go into business when week entertaining clients. After and presents it to his . audience 41

37employment" three afternoons a immorality in the social classes ,. 

Jenny realizes the intent of the with clarity and taste. "Every-I graduate because: Toothe. When she leaves, Jenny tlieatergoer a truly entertaining  

employment, she ousts Mrs. thing in the Garden" offers the

starts thinking about the salary evening.0 a. I'd lose my individuality. our Bell System teammates, the Bell telephone0 b, It's graduate school for me. companies. This takes a lot of thought, tleci-0 c. My mother wants me to be a doctor. sions, strong stands for our convictions, (and Department of Speechsometimes some mistakes... we're human,Can't argue with c), but before you check every 160,000 of us).a) or b) -pencils up! There have been some Individuality pays off. Not only in raises, presents*hanges. Drastic changes in the business but in personal reward as well. Like an engi-scene. But changes in tho 1'0X popidi attitude neer who knew deep down that there was aregarding business... especially on campus better way to make a certain wire connector LYSISTRATA i, . , just haven't kept pace. -and did. Or a #VE gal who streamlined time-Take the belabored point that business consuming office procedures, and saved us
  

turns you into a jellyfish. The men who run some $63,000 a year.most of the nation's successful firms didn't Rewards and accolades. For saying "No." new translation byarrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija For thinking creatively and individually. For. board, or by agreeing with their bosses. Along doing.the way, a well-modulated "No" was said. Not every hour is Fun Hour, but if you've DOUGLASS PARKERAnd backed up with the savvy and guts to- got imagination and individuality-you've got'day's business demands. it made. With a business like Western Electric.In short, individuality is highly prized in We'll even help you answer b) with our Tui- December 5-9,- 8 P.M. 'much of the business world-the successful tion Refund program. Come on in and gomuch. Even when the business is big. Like f'or President!Western Electric, the manufacturing and sup-
ply unit of the Bell System. (*NWestern Electric

Special Performance:
We provide communications equipment for . r  MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM Thursday, December 7 at 12 Noon

in Great Hall - Admission Free

No Tickets Needed

j
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Students Plan Fight for Better Subway System
By ROBERT JEWELL . Andy Wolf's proposal for a have autonomous control of theThe City College is often re- 44.-& I Second Avenue Subway will be 14'ansit system put before theferred to as a subway school. A , - ..* „ ,».1 published this Spring in the voters. There is no doubt tlial

::if,D:. I .., --
4 'vast majority of students at the -/*5 4  i j. , 5 ,    Committee's magazine Rapid the people would reject all ofeollege use the New York City )4 ir Transit Forum. It is hoped by them. Robert Moses has decreedSubway system to commute to '_ :' . . s

4 PR<FLIZ : f the officers of the CCNY/CBRT that no subway cars will go overI and from school each day. The · 4»':--01 1% ·, ' r.,   that the magazine will indeed be any of his bridges, and that'sbuildings of the North Campus
. I a forum for students, faculty and that. I think that as long as theare even built of Manhattan : rEE

schist excavated during the con- 4 9" others to express their opinions people own these facilities, rileyon what our subway system should have some say in howstruction of the Broadway sub- . should be like. Bob Swanson ex- they are to be used. A perfect  way. It is only natural that City ,",4 1, '', , plains what will be contained in example is the Verrazano-Nar-, 1College students have some in- the first Forum to be published rows Bridge. Two subway tracksterest in the Rapid Transit sys- before Christmas. "Several at'- could be built across it, and con-tem. But 20 or so students are ticles on the route changes, in- ' nected into the BMT 4th Avenuemore than interested in tlie sub- cluding an evaluation of the line in Brooklyn. So Mosesways, and these have formed changes and a description in comes out and tells us that theThe City College Committee for layman's terms of what technic- grades on the bridge are tooBetter Rapid Transit (CBRT). al changes made it all possible steep for raili'oads. Of course1 In their first action, the Co!11- will be included. Also there will they are too steep for railro: ds,mittee opposed (unsuccessfully) ' be suggestions for improving but a subw: y is not a railt·oad,the passage of the Transporta- subway stations, news of what's and the grades on the Vet'!·a-: lion Bond Issue. Bob Swanson, going on elsewhere in the coun- zano-Narrows Bridge are notThe Grand Street subway station is on the New York City transitthe Vice-Chairman of the group, try, and around the' world in any greater than those of theexplained why: "Even though the field of ti'ansportation. The Williainsburg or Manhattan
system. Straight, dark lines characterize this monotonous station.
Compare this with subway stations in Montreal, Boston, Toronto,more people are dependent on magazine will probably have 25- Bridges, where subway trainsthe subways and other rapid 30 pages, and sell for 10 cents." dd run."
London, or Moscow. Ours are unimaginative and dull. Engineers
down at Jay Street headquarters of the Transit Authority havetransit facilities than are on the The Committee hopes to be The one point of agreementbeen doing it this way since the year One. Why should they change?highways, a disproportionate able to translate some of the that all members of the CCNY/   amount of money has been pi·oposals published in Forum CBRT share is their common

spent on the highways as com- the Subway system. Ours is a bigger than theirs, they will into actual blueprint form. contempt of Robert Moses. An-pared to the Transit system. Al- changing city, and yet we have only have 44 seats. Why? So Members of the Committee who other is their distrust of Mayor
though the bond issue will pro- not had any major subway con- that we can have more packing
vide some money for the sub- struction in the last 25 years. room in the cars. And ours won': .ways, a majority of the funds As an example: according to be air-conditioned. The Transit   "A.

1 will go for highway develop- Mayor Lindsay, two-thirds of Authority has the absolute gall
ment. It is time thal we call a the jobs are located on the East to brag about these cars. No   10 ,:I halt to unlimited highway ex- side of Manhattan, and two- matter how good looking they ' L„-2
penditures, and give sonic thirds of the subways are on the make the outside of the new
thought to providing facilities West side. The Second Avenue cars, it won't make up for the .

  for our developing urban areas." 'El' was torn down in 1942, and discomfort on the inside,"
.. .:

1 However, many students did the Third Avenue 'El' torn down ' . . ..4According to Andy Wolf, tlie I '

not understand why a group in 1955. All of that traffic had to one improvement that is most

,<WI':,:1%41''I",'; 4%1'11* 'te',1,„,prui,mmaa =,- ond Avenue subway. "Until you

needed in New York is a Sec-

It ......-1-111111. .... 1 ,

*mumudvap   jft'imd 0#42:8"3,1'12, IL'I,"I"NF#lt'S   provide adequate capacity in
I. -

Ime.--I-.m-----Ill'll Manhattan you can't construct, . 4
& '-  IO new lines in Queens, the Bronx ''

U- I U @or Staten Island. The reason we ,
S , have all this controversy ovei· 43 "' 2

' :9* the new subway changes is that *44'

: .-1,/. ' the Chrystie Street subw:iy 4, .,/r'I Z. . 1
which made the changes possi. j.,1 ;?"10 , , ,   ', 12 F 6

1

4 11 ->
4. , - *  X' ? ble was planned to be used in 1 , '' '' PI J.# 4

-„

.52 4..,

.#ja„VEMi ' nue Subway. And what about
Staten Island? Whenever you These are the new trains on P.A.T.H. (Port Authority-Trans-Hudson)

11 , U•1111' lines (see interior below). They are well designed and elegant.+ , , , ,h„,n mention the possibility of a
boxcars.

, , They sort of make our I.N.D. steel boxcars look like I.N.D. steel
, Staten Island to Manhattan ttin-

1 V ' : ''' "', ''' 444- - "",FMMV ' 446 4,„ nel they say 'impossible.' 'Too
expensive.' I read the other day

Y Atwater Station on Montreal's new Metro. In Montreal, as in Paris, that the tunnel from England to are engineers and architects will Lindsay. "Lindsay piomised too
no one can ever delay a train by being stuck in a door. As a train France under the English Chan- prepare plans and renderings. inuch," stated one member. .aiid
pulls into the station, an admittance gate closes and no more pas- nel will cost only $600 million. Then, according to Andy Wolf, he just didn't deliver. He should
sengers can enter the platform. Each Montreal station was custom This is just a bit more than one- "we could go right up to the have been up in Albany wlien

1 designed by an architect. The spaces in the station are exciting, fifth of the total N.Y. bond is- Transit Authority and shove it they were drafting the bond is-
not cold. sue. Why is it impossible? Why down their throats. If they won't sue and demand more for the

listen to us, we're prepared to City. He shouldn't have given1 can we build tunnels from Eng- begin circulation of petitions to in so quickly to the Transitformed to improve subways be diverted to the IRT Lexing- land to France but not from have the question of whether or Workers. He should have asked

majority by which the bond is- have made the situation only

Manhattan to Staten Island?" not public authorities should the State to give more in sub-
would oppose additional funds ton Avenue line and the IND
for those subways. The lopsided Sixth Avenue line. The years . sidies so that the 15 cent fare
Sue passed took some impetus worse. The Robert 1\/Ioses gener- ' ' 1.1 could have been saved."

P » .tfrom the group. Some members ation has failed us and failed us _ , ,  , 4 ' It is a widely expressed feel-felt that the CBRT would have miserably. They have left us *
...... , *:'. 1 4 4 ]

ing among Committee inembets5 A. ,
to disband after the election. stuck in the mud, and it is our -  --- --_.4* *-1 tlial there will indeed be a trat -i But the recent route changes responsibility to extricate our- ,//61*#- .t*436 2/ -9. 4 · *t A , . /   sit strike and that the fare will
made by the transit authority selves. Look at the new Grand <
gave the Committee the oppor- Street subway station. It's dec- $241 &<a, , ·'* I ; cents. Andy Wolf is particulai.ly
tunity to show that they could orated in neo-penitentiary. Just

again be raised, this time to 25

f 1   '.. p    , pessimistic. "I .doubt if the 20provide service to the students. unbelievable. Compare it to 1 '411
The Committee co-sponsored what Boston, Montreal, Moscow, '   *1:1  Mt-1. Ag29,61 11 {'tiii Nt *,111211'tiliocrigerwith Student Government a Paris have done with their sta- -&01-.7//14 11 is taken over by Rockefeller's
Sheet explaining those changes tions. New York is always last , /IllI M '11»  1  4' new bureaucracy, the Metropol-and their effect on City College :n imagination. The people at I 6*_ 9 =[fIll#MI -'F. i.*lim i . it:in Coinmuter Transportation
students. Leland Scopp, the the Transit Authority can't even Autliority. As far as the Traiisit
group's Secretary, and Andy copy someone else's ideas. c .'„'.= - Woi·kers are concerned, I don't
Wolf, 1.he Chairman, prepared Wolf continued, "we don't 1 ./AA- feel thal they are asking toothe text. Less than an hour have to look far to see how the

11
4 mitch when they want increases

after being left at the newspaper subways could be made Inore 4 in salary. What I object to the
distribution points, all 2500 cop- livable. All we have to do is go .

- : I

Illost is the work rules which
, Most students felt that the lit- 33rd Street to the PATH trairis S- '
ies had been taken by students. down to Hudson Terminal, or -„ * w they have obtained. These make

49  it impossible to econoinicallyerature was of real value to the thal run under the Hudson. # 4 1·un the subways at a low fare."school. As a result, 5 new mem- Brand new cars with big win- This is the interior of a new P.A.T.H. car, running between lower But regardless of what doesbers joined the Committee. down, 56 seats, air-conditioned. Manhattan and New Jersey. Cross-wise seats provide more rooin happen, the City College Com-1 Andy Wolf (Arch., '70) ex- And compare those to the R-40 for sitting. These seats are also padded. The dark lines down the mittee for Better Rapid Transitplained the purpose of the cars that will soon be delivered center of the roof of the car are air conditioning ducts. Large will continue the fight to "ex-group. "For too long our City to oitr subway system. Even windows and clean interiors help make the iourney to and from 11 icate"the City from its transitofficials have totally neglected though our cars are much, much work more pleasant. crisis.
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Inquiring®ECH NEWS Technographer LETTERS
By ALAN SCHOENFELD To The EditorOffice: 337 Finley Student Center Phone: ADirondack 4.6500

QUESTION: Should Alka-
Editor-in-Chief Seltzer and Brioschi be sold in'

JOSEPH KRAMER the cafelerias and the snack bar? Paean on Tech News
Suzanne Fischer, 1501, Soci-Associate Editors OTTO HAMMER

MARK KRAMER
010#y. Yes, because many peo-

21 November 1967 Despite my present unfortu-, ple get upset stomachs while
Business Manager ROBERT WINOKUR having lunch served by the - Editor, Tech News: nate position in college life

I am a freshman here at- [freshman], I am, being a vet-Managing Editor JEFF GROSSMAN school, or anticipating exams.
CCNY, and am considered, as eran journalist of sorts, still Features Editor ROBERT KALISH - are freshmen all over the coun- capable of. recognizing damned,Copy Editor PHILIP NOVEMBER -li''fl- try, illiterate and totally igrlor- good journalism when I see it.Photo Editor PHILIP BURTON illlllmi.t '  ant. Of course, being an intelli- Therefore, let me congratulateTech Life Editor KENNETH FLAXMAN gent human being, I'in able to you on the quality and journal-A;Z -  take all this in stride and look .Staff: Steve Beck, Polly Flonder, Myra Glassman, Jane Irving, 1  istic standing of TECH NEWS,ii/1/////lim.................. forward to, the day. when I canDave Kirschenbaum, Mark Kozminsky, Suzy Matson, Jay Mich.  and may it never change.lin, Stu Scharf, Julie Shanker, Ruth Shannen, Carole Unger,  call other intelligent human. be-

Andy Wolf. ............. 1ngs illiterate and ignorant. Adriawa Evans, 1101
Printed by, Boro Printing Co 6//A//; 222216 W. 18 Stre•  Y=lep Fischer Brodowsky

The Fiscal Follies of 1967 but the most essential need for
Bob Brodowsky, 501. Possibly, Corrective Lenses Needed

the cafeteria and snack-bar are '  ' Poor Jeff Zuckerman. Everybody picks on him. more pails. It is a long run to 21 November 1967 I can only call it cheek when'' Ken Kessler picks on him. Observation Post picks on the bathroom,
Editor, Tech News: Mr. Wolf continues to insist thathim. Larry Yermack picks on him. In the name of Anduril, Stanley Lemel, 603, Psychol- I read your last Hindsight amateur work on electro-mimeolots of other people pick on him. ogy. Most definitely. The unbe-

lievable amount of nauseatin column through to the end and looks almost as good as profes-gBut nobody seems to want to listen to him. And why noise and number of ugly peo- was shocked to learn that Mr. sional work on offset.
nbt? Because, it seems, there has been a growing trend ple around the cafeteria would Scharf (not Mr. Wolf, who au- ' No doubt Mr. Zuckerman and
towards criticism for its own sake, and a glaring disregard give any person with a reason- thored the piece) was ill. May I Mr. Wolf genuinely feel a re-

proffer my best wishes for a sponsibility "to the studentsfor the principles of rational argument. ably strong stomach gastric . that elected" them.The evidence tends to support Mr. Zuckerman's claim trougle. I feel Alka-Seltzer and timely recovery.
For Mr. Wolf my feelings are Kenneth Kessler '68Brioschi is not the best solutionthat there just is not any more money to be allocated bY for the problem. More cafeterias less solicitous. Franklr, I am

Student Government.' The reserves that appear to exist are and lounge facilities should be
 

amazed at his cheek. 21 November 1967
tied up in legal commitments that Student Government established for the student body. Those who voted in last year's Editor, Tech News:
can not ignore. Student Government election andy. wolf's a lucky mans may remember that their bal-But the absence of funds can no longer be the major   ,] lots contained a referendum

now hindsight can I
- give full credit to stu scharf :point of contention, for it is a matter of record and can be  » /A ' asking whether or not students

checked by any and all interested parties. The point now is were willing to pay an extra
andy wolf's a lucky man

dollar each term to SG. Most, that many of the charges are being leveled by Mr. Yermack, - I. r students voted not to increase
Suana de Rubin '69  

; while an objective appraisal of the situation seems to show  d
that it is this same Mr. Yermack who is responsible for  advice of Mr. Wolf's party, Editor, Tech News:

-  their fees, presumably on the , 21 Nov@mber 1967

Student Government's fiscal difficulties. - which campaigned vociferously Those of us who know StuSG did, indeed, have a large reserve at one time. But Lemel Cohen against the increase. The posi- Scharf have been aware of his 1lion of Mr. Wolf then, as a good dire illness for a long time.during Yermack's term of service as Treasurer, those re-
serves were quickly depleted. His predecessors were able Sieve Cohen, 503, Math. Em- party member, was that by cut- However, we have not wished |
to work effectively within smaller budgets and accumulate has the peculiar property of in- quality extra-curricular pro- ever, now that it has been re-

phatically yes. The food here ting waste SG could maintain to make this news public. How-
those reserves. But now those reserves are gone and Zucker- ducing gas in the digestive tract. grams. vealed in the latest issue of4 man is still forced to operate under the budget prepared Not only should Alka-Seltzer And so, under the leadership Tech News, an emergency meet-
last year by Yermack. and Brioscho be sold, but Ex- of the ever-righteous Jeffrey ing of the student council has

It seems clear that Yermack prepared his last budget cedrin should, too. My Poli. Sci. Zuckerman, SG Treasurer, we been called. I have, therefore,
teacher is definitely on the or- lind SG cutting waste. Anduril, been authorized to announce  (the one under which Zuckerman must now operate) with der of Excedrin headache num- a student political-art-literary that the council has decided (bythe assumption that the one-dollar fee increase proposed by ber 47. Perhaps this could be magazine, takes a $250 cut in al- a vote of 12 yes, 10 no, and four

his ticket would be approved by the students. After the extended to' Sucrets, Turns, loctaion, while the Baskerville abstentions) to wish him a
rejection of the increase by the student body, Yermack did Rolaids, Midol and Blackjack Chemistry Society Journal, an speedy recovery. We hope that
realize that a smaller budget or the depletion of the reserves Gum. established and important mag- this gesture will soothe his last

Prudence Haskell, 603, Soil azine, takes a similar cut. Waste. days and make them less pain-was his choice. He chose to use up the reserves. Technology. I'll go one step Vector is cut from two issues to ful.In larger political and economic aggregations (that is, further and provide my own one. Waste. Ronald Einziger '68the real world), deficit spending is criticized by those who salvation to your impertinent
are uninformed or conservative, or both. But Student Gov- question, sir. It is plain to see
ernment does not yet have the ability to sell bonds.... that with all the Blahs at CCNY

we sure need Alka-Seltzer and

Anti - Draft Week long run, Drano and Roto-Root-
Brioscho,although I think in the .. . and Don't Buy Wheaties, Either
er would have the best results. 24 November 1967 is similarly sound. Fact: G. E."The war in Vietnam is clearly immoral," states the - -' , Editor, Tech News: produces electronic equipment.

--

student press. The war must be opposed on Inoral grounds,   1 .Aillh - I take this opportunity to ex- Assumption: some equipmentmany feel. Morality is conspicuously absent in American All'll'll//iIi,; '44jilliwilillk, . press my ambivalence concern- undoubtedly sent to Viet Nam
society, and the support of the war is based solely on this   -1-E-,[Jilli ing a letter and an interview to aid U. S. Imperialism(?). Con- .
amorality.   , which appeared in the last issue clusion: G. E. ' *is a murderer.

These are some of the' arguments behind the bulk of  . day that if, fact: farmer pro-
  of the Tech News. The inter- And it follows as the night the
,................Ii.Ii,Ii,Ii,IN view deals with the descriptionthe protests that will take place this week. They may very  of Dow as a mass murderer and duces Wheat, and you assurne:well be good arguments. Many of them can be effectively  the letter concerns an objection some wheat is sent to Viet Nam

supported, and are widely held by vast numbers of intelli- iHaskell Schoenfeld to the participation of the col- to feed America's instruments
gent and sensitive people. lege in the G. E. College Bowl. of Imperialism (?), then you

But moral arguments in this case are not sufficient, Harvey Schoenfeld, Lower The interview is a paradigm of must conclude that the farmer
Junior. Definitely. It is a well the typically excellent logic is a murderer. After dazzling usMorals are too personal a matter, and cricicizing morals known fact that many of the used by today's confused mal- with his logic he proceeds to(or the lack of them) tends to lose support for a cause. And courses in this college can give contents. Fact: Dow makes Na- display his sense of moral values

this is a cause which, most of us agree, needs and deserves indigestion even to the best of palm. Fact: Napalm can kill. when he states that if we won
all the support it can get. students. Thus if Alka-Seltzer Conclusion: Dow is mass mur- while participating in the G. E.

The war is foolish, it is costly, and it is not in the best and Brioscho were sold in the derer. By similar reasoning, fact: College Bowl he could not find
interests of those for whom it claims to exist. And there this problem. It should also be kill. Conclusion: Ford is mass blood money. He believes that

cafeteria, it would help alleviate Ford makes' car. Fact: car can it morally correct to accept their
have been rational alternatives proposed. made available to teachers who murderer. I only wish that I to do so would be a tacit agree-

ment with the company's pol-A sense of personal futility must not force the opposition must also suffer from this prob- could have been blessed with , .
to change the basis for that opposition, for that feeling of lem. Of course, if one persists in his sense of logic. Armed with icies in the Viet Nam conflict, i
futility that is beginning to appear in many is ill-founded. attending classes as well as eat- this logic I could conjure up a cline her check because she be-

Should a woman on  elfare de-
One shudders to think of the course of events, had there

ing in our cafeterias, I don't reason to protest anything from
been no opposition at all. short of L,S.D. The second student's reason (Continited 01; Pale 5) j

think anything wil 1help him, babies to education. lieves that this would indicate

1
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- her agreement with the policies -* '

By KENNETH FLAXMAN of Imperialist America (?). Do 1 BY JEFF GROSSMAN
I, by accepting pay from my em.
ployer automatically agree with
his choice of cari of course not,

"With the invention of the printing press, our American it's absurd. This is the time of the year when citizens of the United
system of higher education has been obsolete." I wish that these students States are engaged in an annual event, unsurpassed in emo-

-Helmholdl Pierson, 1963 would limit their vituperations tion by any other (with the possible exception of the yearly  
. . . to the realm of reality. If you crawdlid pie Bake Off in Skaggs, West Virginia). No, I'mWHEREAS the majority of courses offered in the School of wapt to pursue, the doctrine of not referring to the suicidal attempts at Christmas shopping:Engineering are complemented by a detailed syllabus, and civil disobedience, do so logical-

ly. If you milst protest, d6 so in- on Saturdays, nor am I describing hectic Chanukah shopping '
WHEREAS this syllabus includes a listing of the entire telligently. Let me remind you on Sundays. ,
term's homework assignments, and that the doctrine that shapes Rather, the great happening I'm talking about is the  
WHEREAS an answer key to these problems is usually history is, Civil Responsibility. "Sadie Hawkin's Day Race." Everyone runs to catch the '
available, and

Walter F. Rupinski '69 latest score (Spinsters 6, Bachelors 0) or the newest innova- 1WHEREAS for most courses, a readable, reasonably, under- lion for escaping entrapment into the bonds of holy matri-standable text which ad,equately expostulates the desired Reader Rupinski has evident- mony. (Would you believe stocks?) And, of course, every-coursework exists, and ly missed the point of Mr. body has a good laugh at the groovy people of Dogpatch.WHEREAS the function of a teacher in an undergraduate Lichiman's letter. It was writ- I have, at this point, reached a codclusion: Such a raceengineerink course seems to be to replicate the text, take len with tongue planted firmly

' attendance, offer and grade examinations, and in proverbial cheek. -Ed should actually be held in New York City.
Envision it if you will (and if you won't, I'll describeWHEREAS a faculty member is better utilized in furthering

it for you) - thousands of man-hungry girls chasing usthe needs of society by doing research or teaching graduate r,
: students, than in replicating a textbook, Lourse Pool Urged eligible, handsome, debonair, intelligent, witty, charming,modest young men through the city. No holds barred! ! (NoB  IT SO RESOLVED that, in order to best satisfy the needs

1 December 1967 bars held, even! !) Everybody (and everything) is fair game.of the undergraduate Engineering student, the instructional
Basements are for hiding; ropes are for snaring; subways; staff of the School of Engineering and society in general, Editor, Tech News:
are for sleeping.THAT. henceforth the use of a teacher in a course offered At a time when CCNY stu- A gun fires. The boys start running from Batterywith the aid of a predetermined syllabus be minimized and dents are protesting Adminis-

  that, tration power and demonstrat- Park. Fifteen minutes later, the girls are loosed. (Does that
FURTHERMORE, instruction in such courses should pro- ing for student power, I have mean they are loose girls, or am I just using the phrase
ceed in accordance with the state of the art in educational only one major grievance. This loosely?) The first fatality is a young architect (from City
methods, whereby desires to follow a course of

is the fact that a student who Uptown, of course) who stopped (fool!) to watch construe--
tion of the new World Trade Center downtown. Most head·1  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. that a committee shall be study is required to take many

formed, to consist of not less than one representative of each courses that do not pertain to immediately uptown but a few, trying to outwit the females
Engineering discipline and duly chosen representatives of his major field of interest. For of the opposite sex, jurnp on the ferry to the Statue of.
other concerned parties, to study the most efficacious man- instance, I am an Architecture Liberty, only to be trapped in the extremities of the edifice.

major, and I am required to (Watch out next time a girl says that she is carrying a torchner of manifesting the goal located herein, and
tak?19}?r-sopial studies course,s„ for you.)FURTHERMORE, that said committed' will conclude the two humanities courses, an Eng-

preparation of their report in a time not greater than one lish course and a science course A small group, led by the TECH NEWS Managing
year and, that do not pertain to my field Board, (with the exceptions of recently departed brothers
FURTHERMORE, that said plan, if adjudged to be financial- of interest. I am not suggesting Walden, Kalish, and Frohlich), stops at 110 Street and Broad-that these courses be abolished way to plan their strategy (also to whip in for an Orangely tenable by the proper authorities, be adopted at the earli- for Architecture majors but Iest possible time, such times not to exceed eighteen months do suggest that instead of flatly

Julius to get the adrenalin going). By an overwhelming
subsequent to the submission of said report. requiring any course or series of majority (would you believe 5 to 4?), a decision to leave one

* * * courses, the College officials al- behind as a "sacrificial lamb" (how about "sacrificial stud"?)
Engineers at Steinman College will be educated entirely low a student to choose courses is adopted. Fortunately/Unfortunately (choose one), before

by teaching machines, starting this September. in a required category. from a someone can be picked, an advanced scouting party of girlslarge pool of courses. I, for in-Obtaining admission to Steinman College, the student is stance, would like to take cour-
is spotted, causing great alarm and confusion. Luckily,

assigned a teaching machine. This machine, linked to a ses on contemporary problems cooler heads prevail and a quick straw vote of the Managing
massive IBM 360 computer, is the student's for his entire instead of Aristotle, Plato and Board decides that upper-classmen need a headstart, leaving
tenure at the college.... St, Augustine. I believe that freshmen and sophs behind to bring up the rear. (A hint

Registration was once a laborious process - one of fit- students would make good use some of the girls should have taken.)
of an opportunity to chooseting the desired courses into the available hours. Now, a their own required courses. At the same time, a staunch group from Sadie Hawkins

student merely decides which courses he wants at what Must Always Live To Zonk decided to sit in at BatteryRobert W. Gem '71 Park. They were immediatdly rounded up and carted offtimes, and his teaching machine does the rest...,
It is expected that this development, by freeing the (and they didn't even use a single cop!) A more militant

entire instructional staff from undergraduate teaching group (Sadie Hawkins Is Terrible), realizing a mere sit-in
duties, will enable Steinman College to take its place among is ineffectual, tried to block the girls from leaving the Park;
the best in graduate engineering education.... One curly blond-haired demonstrator was dispatched with

a move that could only have been learned from a Steinman
Hall engineer (ask F.M.B.)THE CUSSIFIE D A number of the girls (mostly from Hunter College,
where they say, "Better smart than Beautiful") proved ex-
tremely shrewd. They staked out the pool-halls, bars, frat-

During the November blackout, what "The administration of City College is Was Dean A. really supposed to re- ernity houses, and other places usually reserved for a male-

  ME professor was stuck on an escal-

not evil, they're just not too far-
sign in 19647 _ only clientele. However, due to a mistake in their calcula-ator for three hours ? sighted"
Yes, my sons, Prometheus was a tions, there were about ten girls to every boy at each loca-Architecture ProfessorThere is mayhem in the mansion problem child.

tion, and in the ensuing melee, the boys escaped scot-free.Since the cows were coming home. . . . . ind the same can be said for
Dr. Hyman down at the City Univer- Is the Resistance really co-sponsored (Isn't that the cat who wrote the Star Spangled Banner -

  *&21 }1181! 4! 1 4 1,MIMMI&14571135*liNABL sity.

by the Electrical Engineering Depait- Francis Scot Free?) -
ment 7Prof. Shelley for Dean of the

School of Architecture Dr. Gallaghet': The people from Student Government were really hungCongratulations. The letter you sent Best regards to Jeff Grossman on his
Should JM's column be titled Utter- to President Johnson was excellent. new addition: May he be as gross as up. When the gun went off, they couldn't decide whether

his father. they should run to the left or to the right. As a matter ofances of a Blown Mind? or Return o f - LHM
the APE Men?

NU 7 - The Anteater Actually. we're not so sure that Hanoi fact, some of them couldn't decide whether they should run
Best regards to Jeff Grossman on his isn't being controlled by President at all. In the end they were still sitting in the park, unablemarriage. WHO IS TED FAUCE 7 - The Anteater Johnson. to decide for lack of a quorum..
Jefferson Davis was Zachary Taylor's A. W. loves D. M. "Getting a good education at City By the day's end, seventeen had joined the ranks of theson-in-law. College is like buying fresh meat in theNovember, 1967: The emergence of the

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity Dumb Architect. ghetto." walking dead. (Which goes to prove the old saying, "A bird '
Former Dean in the hand is really a dead duck.")Are there really only three freshman (He used to be an English major.)pledging ZBT 7

Dr. Goode has a new book coming out Fantasy, you say? Maybe. But with warped minds (suchMcCarthy for PRESIDENT. in the next few months concerningWe're not so sure that President John-
son isn't being controlled from Hanoi. - Amateur Scatologists take NOTE one of his major fields of interest, as mine), and perverse morals (most of my friends), as the

Comparative Gratitti. leaders of tomorrow, who knows? Girls of the world unite,Edwin Fabre isn't really Jewish What is a Fergus 7 -- The Shadow you have nothing to lose but your chaste!!
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By RUTH SHANIN
By ANDY WOLF & STU SCHARF [j];:.< i , j   1'

The war is over! Yes, children, you may rejoice for God (This week's column is by Siu Scharf.) What I am disgusted with is the inclination
id not dead and peace rules the world. You don't have to Last November 13, a not-so-funny thing hap- alike to degenrate into such low-level name- I

aTid willin4nes,4 of North and So.uth students 1
take my word for it. You can ask the flewer children and pened at Steinman 4all. Sout  Campus students calling and childish behavior. Particularly re- 2 · < upeaceniks who went downtown last Saturday to gather went all the way up North to protest Dow re- gretable is that a small minority from the South , T
together and declare an end to the conflict. My darling baby cruiters on campus. Aside from the more immed- Campus, and presumably the North Campus, are 1 f

. »slater, who is a Tennybopper First Class and hopes to be iate consequences of that protest, it has also really the only groups ineriting the typical de: f
promoted soon to' the status of Hippy, was on the spot to enforced the inane idea of North vs. South (or nunciatiops. Only a smal  minority of Libera1 c
cover the story. She tells me that it was quite an event. sbme might say Good vs. Evil). In tkle last issue Arts students are the people who alternate be-
lialloons and buttons were distributed by the dozens, all of TECH NEWS much column and news space tween the South Campus cafeteria and the cur-   i

wiith the same inscription: The War is Over! It was a joyous was spent discussing this problem. judging from rent demonstration site. However, all of the peo- f
reactions received from North and South stu- ple in this minority are activist, and all of themoccasion; there was laughter and shouting. But there were dents, intfa-campus relations has reached "the do participate in the various demonstrations. The, s

no tears of relief. height of its low." Although this column will not overwhelming amount of Liberal Arts students I
There was no relief. There is no way to make fantasy attempt to solve this age-old problem, some are every bit as apathetjc as their Engineeving

thoughts Will be offered with the hope of "stimu- fellow-students. However, the vast majoritx of 17real. The truth remains the truth no matter how much you lating (flU'ther) thought and discussion." "It is Engineers are inclined to accept such afore-, 1
may deny it. Still there are times when we may find life one of this writer's few rernaining unshattered mentioned criticism of the South Campus stu-too much to face. There are times when we tell ourselves beliefs that wilh thought and rationality at least dent body os truth, because all they see of the
that our problems are imaginary. There are times when we understanding, if not solutions, will come about." South Campus students are the activist minority. i

push our responsibilities from our thoughts. Turn on the The situation is the same for Liberal Arts stu- i
To start, let us assume that The City Col- dents' opinions of the Whole Engineering stq-boob-tube, turn off your mind, turn off the world. See a lege is a (in the sense of o e) college. Due to a dent body: the South Cqmpus student general-Doris Day movie. Have an extra martini, or two, or three; treacherous division of course offerings among izes. about 011 of North Campus based on whatit will make the harsh lines of vision and reality a little less the numerous wide-flung buildings of the Col- little he sees of North Campus. What results is .  

severe. lf that isn't to your taste, a little hash might help. lege, Engineers and Liberal Arts studeRts find an incorrigible enduring enmity, 411 growing out,
We all indulge in these little psychological escapes every themselves at opposite ends of the world. (Arqh- of this 1.4ck of, and disinterest in, communication i

itecture students, who study in Steinman, and attempt to underst4nd. I would say thabonce in a while. I'd be the last to condemn them. After all, Goethals, and Eisner Halls, are perhaps the only everyone described above has a closed mind, *if we had to face reality constantly, without any occasional City College students.) The resultaitt lack of except that .minds are for thinking. Since there

vacations, every one of us would have a case of triple ulcers. communication has given rise to much of the is also very little of that, these people (i.e. al-  
tension and hostility manifest so frequently. As most all of us) by definition have no minds.But there are some people who go on a vacation from a History major writing a regular column for the

reality and never return. The state has built several lovel  Tech newspaper, this writer feels compelled to *** '
'thomes" where these tired souls can spend their days from make use of his unique position to correct some At the outset of this column, I said that no

care and trouble. The rest of us will take care of the world very bad ideas. attempt would be made to solve this problem. I
would like to support, however, the ideas setfor them. Someone has to. But to deal with reality we have In two successive columns, Jay Michlin has forth by Ken Flaxman in his Tech Life column

to rneet it face to face. typified and helped to spread the engineers' of Nov. 21. Only one criticism of Mr. Flaxman's
Harry Golden may not be our greatest scholar, but he stereotyped conception of the Liberal Arts stu- idea. He says that one of the advantages of hisdent. Although the point of his first column plan would be to afford the potential Engineering ,: has a few years more of living than most of us. A few nights ("APE: Apathy Engineer" Nov. 7) was to rouse student the ability to "reasonably determineago he said something that impressed me very much. He some interest on the part of engineers in the where his interests lie," i.e. whether or not, alsaid that we must all face the fact that we live in an un- extra-curricular life at City, he managed to the end of three years, he still wants to be an

pleasant world. That we and our children after us will live savagely misrepresent the "Liberal Arts major", engineer. Also, the student may "switch out 0%
in an unpleasant world until we die. That this is not pes< in two short paragraphs. Whether by deliberate Engineering without loss of credit," and natural-
simism, but really the height of optimism. For it is only by intention or inability to express himself clearly ly, "a great deal of separation between engineers

in writing, the effect is the sarrie, viz: "The arts and non-engineers is eliminated." All of these'facing the problems of our life that we can come to an major has few if any .tests.... Although the ideas are fine, taken individually. However, a11understanding of them, and learn to deal with them, and Arts student has a lot of reading to do, he can these "advantages" strung together impressed i'11 maybe find a few solutions. The heights of pessimism is the usually do it the night before the final, if at all.
attitude that our problems are insurmountable, and there- What he does read, he skims. . ." Or from the me as an attempt to undermine and wipe out the

fore impossible to deal with. The logical corollary to this next week's column, On Moral Persu,asion: "Gen- whole School of Engineering. This is a deliber-
erally the job has very little to do with the ately extreme view, but I am a confirmed Southview is that the only way to obtain relief from our troubles subject they [Liberal Arts stlidents] study in Campus student myself, and I can imagine (fall:

is to deny their existence, to pretend that what we want is college for four years. In many cases they are ing prey to non-thinking) that many Engineers  

what really exists. But there is no relief. It has been ex- in college only because 'that's what you do after
pressed best by the cartoonist, Jules Feiffer, in one of his high school'." In addition to poisoning the minds also saw this, only really thinking that such a
classics. The scene opens on a woman in a bed by a window. of freshmen who ideas are not yet cemented, plan was actually meant.

She has just awakened. She is describing how she .loves Mr. Michlin has solidified such "thinking" held But, Mr. Flaxman said that his proposalsby upper class engineers, i.e.: "That's what Ito lie in bed in the morning, watching the leaves turn thought all along about those South Campus were "not presented as a blueprint" for actual
beautiful colors, listening to the voices of children at play. degenerates." immediate change, only as "an idea - an idea
She is grateful for the world, and for her place in it "for

l shall not debate specifics with Mr. Michlin
that will hopefully stimulate thought and dis.

my very small place, where I do nothing but lie in bed all by pointing to my own situation as a History oussion." The added emphasis is mine.
day and watch the sky turn dark and the leaves die and major carrying four elective History courses , '** *
listen to a bunch of kids fight. Why must all my happiness (twelve credits, ten papers totaling 65 pages, and , Thanks to the sever* people who sent lek-be just a cover up for my depression." approximately 3 books, not counting research on

the papers) and an elective Psych course with a
ters or spoke to me personally about my "dire

I think it's nice to escape once in a while. I'm not required paper. Miss Elayne Kent, an English illness." To those people whom I don't know, 1
knocking Doris Day. I even believe in The Great Pumpkin. major, used this argument in her letter, pub- want to express my sincere thanks and apprecia,
But only once in a while. The rest of the time I'm too busy lished in the November 21 issue. tion for their thoughts.
trying to cope with my world. Still it would be a cruel
world, indeed, if little flower children could not believe that LOST-there are fairies and gremlins in the world, that your dreams Careers . . .i n the
will come true if you wish upon a star, that Santa Claus 'Sherry'-small white French

poodle-Nov. 16. near C<ly U. S. Atomic Energy Commissionwill bring them presents on Christmas Eve. Yes, Virginia, College. $50 reward - Cahthe war is over. 654-7937 or 926-7076. Bachelor's. Master's or. Ph. D. candidates in Chemical, Civil
Electrical, Electronics. Mechanical, Metallurgical. Mining. or
Nuclear Engineering. Engineering Physics, Metallurgy,Tech Council will Sponsor aWINTERSESSION at the CONCORD Healih Physics, or Physics

"Plan Your Future" TeaThe World's Foremost Resort You are invited fo discuss career opportunities with the AEC
January 29-31, 1968 with Faculty and Company Representative at an on-campus interview on

Reps
FREE BROCHURES and RESERVATION BLANKS al

on Tuesday, December 5 Tuesday, December 5, 1967BEAVER STUDENTS' SHOP 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM139!h STREET and AMSTERDAM AVENUE in the Faculty Lounge Contact the Placement Office for further details. or call theDeposits of $10 may be sent to: Steinman Hall AEC al (212) YU 9-1000, Extension 241.
- COLLEGE WINTERSESSION - BOX 33 All Engineering Students

INWCOD STATION, NEW YORK 10034   are invited. An Equal Opportunity; Employer

. 1
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nti=Draft Protestors
- (Coittinited from Page 1, al Civil - Disobient Tuesday -

By JAY MICHLZN thing together and have us out- conventional in that a sit-in and
numbered and outmaneuvered, a "legal" picket line will be in-
we split. Go home and return stituted at Whitehall Street. If

\. tomorrow. And tomorrow, and Wednesday's "Mobilization for
Last issue we published a letter from Miss university as a high class baby sitte.r, who take toinorrow..." continues the Obstruction" is successful -i n

Elayne Kent referring to the ApE column in the little interest in their courses, and who spend flyer, conceived by the "V- that it hinders the Whitehall
November seventh issue. Miss Kent was quite their time agitating and protesting. Induction Process and causesSpirit of '68."

upset with some of the comments I made about And I know that most of these self appointed' Through the use of "mobile" few casualities - Thursday and
Liberal Afts students. No, I'm not about to come saviors are NOT engineers. It is an undisputable or, perhaps, "guerilla" tactics, Friday are planned as a repeti-
for.th with a flowery apology, .nor am I about to fact that a Tech student who falls behind in his those coordinating the protest tion of mobile tactics. Ideolo-
feed fuel to the fires of the North versus South studies for any finite length of time is given one are trying , to minimize the gists of the movement bre rep-
controverdy by arguing with what she had to term of probation, then thrown out of the School violence and arrests of previous utedly forseeing the dap when,
say. My ihtention is to consider her contentions of Engineering, or even out of the College entire- protests. The blood of the Dean barring a drastic chang* in the
and perhhps draw some valuable conclusions ly. This has been known to happen to students Rusk Affair and,the tear gas at status 'quo, the United States
from ther*. who have survived four (count 'em, four) long the Pentagon encirclement pro- will be the location of ah armed

Let us get one thing straight from the out- years of engineering or architecture, and are then duced little in the way of favor-' insurrection - with guerillas
set. I did not, do not, aftd Will not indulge in the thrown QUt because they can't maintain a C able public support. This lack einerging from the mountains to
questionable practice of name calling. I do not average. On the other hand, it is possible for a of response to legal and pseudo · interfere with the draft, chem-
consider it proper to call anyone a Communist or Liberal Arts student to glide through college legal m e a n s of instituting ical warfare factories, narcotics
a Fascist or any other such inflammatory "ism" with the greatest of ease by taking all of the change has apparently frustrat- agents, profiteers in ghetto com-
unless the person so calls himself first. This does "hack courses" and doing as little work as pos- ed the movement along lines of munities and -other immoral ac-
not apply to printed material only, it applies to sible. The College does not eliminate these peo- conventional civil disobedience. tivities,

any and all communications. ple quite as quickly as it does engineers. Wednesday's encounter should John Sheridan, a Makshal at
It dods not seem very logical that a column- And so, Miss Kent, mild mannered English be remihiscent of Fidel, When Wednsday's demonstration, sums

ist would spend half of a column telling enginl major in a great metropolitan university, you are he was a good guy, or of the up the new feeling of the move-
eers to get involved with their south campus absolutely right. The lot of the college student, Apaches - who attacked ran- ment, when he calls for all
cousins, then spend the other half berating the no matter what his major, is a painful and frus- dom wagon trains to . stop the those who "are tired of writing

1

south campusniks he is telling people to emulate. trating one. It is the mighty, unwashed minority defilement of their land by the letters to editors, and of sitting
For that matter, it is something less than intelli- that gives us all a bad name, not only internally whiteman. around waiting for thinks to be-
gent to make any sort of overall generalization with each other, but what is worse, externally Mobile Obstruction Wednes- come good and pure, to join us

as to the demeanor of a large group of people tith the outside world. It is they who discourage day follows a Draft Card Burn. at Whitehall Street, on Wednes-
such as "All Indians are thieves and murderers," engineers from being involved in the campus, ing Monday, and a convention- day."
or "All Communists are war mongers," or "All and it is they who proliferate the term "dumb
Liberal Arts students are Communists," or "All engineer" with those who are involved (in case
Engineers are dumb." you haven't realized it yet, I do not believe that Hunter College Paper

Perhaps if everyone would follow the rules engineers are dumb for as much as one micro-
I have just outlined, we would see some peace second; I use the term to get people to think, a
on campus, for a change. If you will check the noble calling). May Be Sued for Libel
ApE article, you will see that even where I in- The one thing I find most distasteful about
dulged in calling Tech students dumb, I used the the College is the rift between North and South. (Co,ifi„ited from Page 1 ) say, a terrible journalist."
term as a shock tactic only. Please remember And the first step to close this gap will be taken the Hunter College newspaper, Finally, Irons stated, "Kuban-
that such tactics are necessary when trying to only when both sides recognize that there is no The Meridian, was a slander- banya will not be discouraged
motivate a group which has a ten year history of fundamental difference between one student and ous attack on the members of by the insane attacks on its
super-apathy. another, as long as both really are students, Kubanbanya. The idiocy it pre- membership for we are work-

Yes, I recognize the fact that some students .If this column accomplishes anything at all, sented is an exemplification of ing hard and profiting from our
take their work seriously. Some do spend many I would like it to stimulate thought on both how corrupt and malignant efforts. An example of our efforts
hours reading page after page of literature for sides of the yawning chasm facetiously called minds think, for they always in a newly formed magazine
their courses. Some do not spend most of their 135th Street. I freely admit that what I have to corrupt the things they see and The Symbol. It represents oi:r
time in school lounging around on the lawn say is controversial, and solicit comments both hear. In the article, it stated that thoughts and aspirations con-
(what's left of it) or in the Student Government pro and con. If you have no comments either the president of Kubanbanya cerning various aspects of
office. It is likely that the majority of all stu- way, it is probably because you have not medi- (myself) said that the main pur- black life." We, in Kuban-

dents, both tech and arts, behave in this manner. tated on the issues involved. My prescription: pose of the organization was to banya, will always be proud
Nevertheless, there is a good sized minority com- eight pages of TECH NEWS, once weekly, taken formulate a black theory which and stand up for our human
posed of people (notice I don't say students) who internally. It is the sure cure for pernicious would promulgate a black sep- dignity."

do not take school seriously, who are using their apathy, or as we call it, undeveloped mind. aratist movement as opposed to Another factor that Irons pre-
the American Society. This is a sented was a conversation that

Engineering Articles Reviewed Kubanbanya seeks to faster a Meridian, after finding out that
direct misquote, for I stated that he had with the editor of the

anyone interested in logic de- a surface, the other is the ef- omitted, the article is worth desirable." "I approached the editor of the

positive self-image of black peo- Miss Douglas was really sent by
(Continited froin Page 1) its direction up to 180 degrees in a discussion of the possible ap ple which has, in the past, al- the newspaper to gatlier infor-

order to follow the cont6ur of plications of such a system is ways.proven to be ugly and un- mation about the organization.

vices. Mr. Zagofsky shows how feet of a main flow that will reading if orily to find out how The article in question was Meridian stating to hitn that I
an oscillator, a flip-flop device cause a secondary fluid to fol- to multiply on your fingers. written by Noelle Douglas, a thought that sending a spy into
and even an IBM punch reader low its path. However, the for- Vector's theme of the growth freshman journalist, who is a an organization meeting was a
can be developed by using sim- mat of the presentation gets too of ideas is rounded off by Jack Negro. Irons, who saw Miss very shabby trick an& he as-
ple flow circuits. involved with details to be read- Henkin article on "Optical Las- Douglas taking notes during an sured me that they were not go•

The third article on fluidics able. ers In Technology," which ex- orientation meeting of the or- ing to print the article Whe wrote
is by Laurence Presser ahd is Vector has another good of- plains more possible applica- ganization, classifies her as "a because it was junk. Apparent-
on the Coanda Effect, the basic fering, that by Abe Gelieber tions of the Laser. Has the Laser spy, a traitor, and, needless to ly, he lied."
principle on which fluidic de- called "Analysis of a Line Mul- become the engineer's panacea ,
vices work. Mr. Prbsser discus- tiplication System." Starting for society's technology prob- The City College Chapter
ses two phenomenahe investiga- with a short-cut used by young- lems?
ted at the Brooklyn Polytechnic sters to multiply one digit num- The crossword puzzle is real- of the
Institute. The two phendmena bers, Mr. Gelieber deri'ves a ly a puzzle in this Vector. There
are fascinating; one is the effect general system for an infinite is a word for 55 across but no Association for Computer Machinery
that will 'cause a fluid to change number of elements. Although box. · in cooperation with
'1 ''

The Department of Civil Engineering
Will Present A Lecture

"Saturday Night Will Never Be The Same" by

Saturday evening, December 16 a# 8:30 and 11:00 MR. ADIN D. FALKOFF
IBM - THOMAS J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER

The Interfraternity Council of CCNY presents
on

SPANKY .AND OUR GANG IN CONCERT APL/360

and ihe Room T207 - Steinman Hall

December 8. 1967. 3:00 p.m.

JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND APL/360 is an experimental interactive computer sys-
tem which uses typewriter terminals for input and output.
The language of the system. APL. is a truly advanced ma-

at Town Hall, 123 West 23rd Street chine-free language. There will be a live demonstration of
the system using a typewriter irminal in Room 207 connect-

Tickels available al Bookstore, Knitile Lounge and al Town Hall box office. ed to an IBM 360 computer in Ppughkeepsie. New York.
,
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Monopoly? Maybe, But you don't play
games with your career... and neither do
we. From the start, our integrated pro- eli' 1 0000 1 6.A I

100001

gram goes to work for you...in training...
orientation...planned sequence of assign- . „ ,.1! ,  '' : , - 1·./  /7  -@*ments... running evaluations... all ori-
ented to a fuller development of your
potential. And because our most valuable < ./1.

.

asset is our staff of engineers, we apply F
a total systems approach to your career
development-as well as to the sophis-
ticated airborne navigation, guidance and
control systems and components you'll be F lmiek, 'S. , :
working to make even better at General .' . .,.. , '»" 4:. . f I #11/r . · . fi j -' )1 4Precision. '.. .. .., 2

The Training Program introduces quali-
fied graduate electrical and mechanical
engineers, physicists, and mathematicians , pj&1·:-: , ,to professional level work in the Kearfott *)0 -'Dj
Systems or Products Divisions.
Your training will be based on a "learn
by doing" philosophy. From the very first, 7,-3-*-.+». --I-...'.-B.- 'i.='=U./.4..-

f
you assume project responsibility. This ..r. )&AM Abroad exposure will provide both a base (:..3>»52 ;1240<  , )- 1
engineering iiiterest. "Project Engineer-
upon which to build and a direction of C/Ble'inb +Sk-*. ./ +Mt ! AM,%424/4':  1

ing"means full responsibilityand account-
ability for all project phases, from incep-

--&]11 T._-/--- 1 ---/---_-:W-i--1/&_-0tion to customer satisfaction. Assistance
is readily available from senior engineers,
supervisors, or specialists.
Duringyour first year as an Assistant Proj-
ect Engineer, you will receive mutually
scheduled on-the-job rotational assign- KEARFOTT PRODUCTS DIVISION KEARFOTT SYSTEMS DIVISIONments covering research, design, develop- Engineering Training Program Engineering Training Programment or production departments, Rotational Areas :Rotational AreasFrom the start, you will be assigned an Airborne Digital Computers Component Reliabilityanalytical project during this introductory General Electronics R&D Computer Analysisperiodwith an opportunityto"brain-storm" Data Conditibning/Computer Engineering Electronic CircuitryElectronic Test Equipment Guidance Analysisengineering approaches, investigate these Program Management Gyrodynamicstechniques, and determine the most fea- Special Products-Electronics Inertial Component Designsible approach for design and develop- Value Engineering Inertial Component Researchment. Supplementary training is also pro- Reliability Engineering Navigation Analysisvided through a formal lecture series. Quality Control Engineering Systems Design

Sales and Marketing Scientific Computation
Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems Integration

Maintainability & Field Systems Research

Controls Engineering Systems Reliability
Service Engineering Systems Test and Test Equipment Design[P)[2.©090@[MI Production and Manufacturing

Human Factor Engineering Weapon Systems Analysis

Specification and Standard Engineering
Engineering

REARFOTT GROUP
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION CAMPUS INTERVIEWS-DEC. 6
A Plans for Progress Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) Arrange an appointment with your Placement Director now.

Or write for more information about Kearfott For more information about Kearfott SystemsProducts Division openings to Mr. L. Alberto, Divisior; openings write to Mr. J. Monaco, CollegeCollege Relations Coordinator, General Precision Relations Coordinator, General Precision SystemsSystems Inc., Kearfott Products Division, 1150 Inc., Kearfott Systems Division, 150 Totowa Road,McBride Avenue, Little Falls, New Jersey. Wayne, New Jersey.


